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Heras EVO Barrier 1.0m Red

Specifications

A fully versatile traffic barrier system
Create a highly-visible and solid wall with the Heras EVO barriers
The EVO Road Barrier is a fully interlocking barrier system which is produced from UV stabilised prime polyethylene and can be water or sand filled. 
The barrier is available in three different sizes which can be used together giving a fully versatile traffic barrier system. Creating a continuous solid wall, 
the barrier can be topped with mesh fencing. It is fully stackable for ease of transport and storage and has been ‘Wind Load’ tested to resist speeds of 
up to 55mph. 
 
 
• Interlocking solid wall barrier system
• Water or sand filled
• Wind loading to 55mph 
 
Protect members of the public and provide a safe working environment
The guarantees of the Heras traffic demarcation solutions for crowd control. Highly visibility because of the use of safety colours. All Heras traffic 
demarcation products are clearly visible from afar because of the vibrant red and white safety colours. Used with or without anti-climb panel. Equip 
your traffic barriers with an anti-climb fence or solid panel to prohibit pedestrians from climbing over it. High-levels of flexibility. Link several units 
together to create the most suitable traffic demarcation for your building site. Easy handling without crane lifting. After usage, you easily take the 
barriers with you from site to site without needing a crane to lift them. Wind resistant. As specialists, we can calculate the specific wind resistance for 
your building site and assist you in choosing the most suitable traffic demarcation products.

Dimensions Height (mm) 555

Dimensions Width (mm) 1000

Dimensions Depth (mm) 400

Package quantity 0

Weight (Kg) 7.00

Weight full 

Disclaimer. There are no rights to be derived from the technical specification. You should 
always consider up to 10% tolerance deviations. Heras herewith complies with NEN-EN 
10305-3 © Heras.


